Speech Emotion Recognition in Dyadic Dialogues with Attentive Interaction Modeling
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Abstract

In dyadic human-human interactions, a more complex interaction scenario, a person’s emotional state can be influenced by both self emotional evolution and the interlocutor’s behaviors. However, previous speech emotion recognition studies infer the speaker’s emotional state mainly based on the targeted speech segment without considering the above two contextual factors. In this paper, we propose an Attentive Interaction Model (AIM) to capture both self- and interlocutor-context to enhance the speech emotion recognition in the dyadic dialog. The model learns to dynamically focus on long-term relevant contexts of the speaker and the interlocutor via the self-attention mechanism and fuse the adaptive context with the present behavior to predict the current emotional state. We carry out extensive experiments on the IEMOCAP corpus for dimensional emotion recognition in arousal and valence. Our model achieves on par performance with baselines for arousal recognition and significantly outperforms baselines for valence recognition, which demonstrates the effectiveness of the model to select useful contexts for emotion recognition in dyadic interactions.
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1. Introduction

Automatic speech emotion recognition has been an active research area in recent years, which has a wide range of applications in audio/video chatting [1], call-center dialogue systems [2], conversational agents [3] and so on.

Most of previous studies perform speech emotion recognition on single speech segment. Among them, the CNN-LSTM network has achieved the state-of-the-art performance to predict the emotion of a single utterance [4, 5, 6]. However, emotion is not an instantaneous state. It is an evolutionary state that is affected by the context in the real dynamic interaction scenario. For example, as shown in Figure 1, the speaker’s emotional state of the current turn will affect the emotional state in his/her following utterance. The interlocutor’s behaviours in the dialog also have influence on the speaker’s emotional state. Additionally, in offline scenarios, speaker’s and interlocutor’s behaviors in the future can also offer hints of the speaker’s previous emotional states. Therefore, in this paper, we investigate how to utilize the interaction context information from the speaker and the interlocutor to improve the emotion recognition performance in the dialog interaction scenario.

There have been few endeavors to explore interaction contexts for speech emotion recognition. Dynamic Bayesian Network (DBN) and Hierarchical Gaussian Mixture Model-Hidden Markov Model (GMM-HMM) have been applied to model the dependency between two interacting partners’ emotional states.

Figure 1: The interaction of speaker and interlocutor in the dialog. “A=−” denotes the emotion label in the arousal (a measure of affective activation) dimension and “V=−” denotes the emotion label in the valence (a measure of pleasure) dimension. The speaker’s emotional state can be affected by both self and interlocutor’s behaviors in the dialog.

In this paper, we propose a novel attentive interaction model (AIM) to dynamically select relevant contextual information in the dialogue to enhance the emotion recognition of the targeted speech utterance. Our model can take advantage of the bi-directional contexts of the speaker and interlocutor in the past and future, which captures long-term context dependencies. In order to focus on relevant contexts, we explore the self-attention mechanism [10] to dynamically adjust the importance weights of different contexts and then fuse the contexts adaptively with the targeted utterance speech representation to infer the targeted emotional state. We carry out extensive experiments on the widely used IEMOCAP dataset for arousal and valence dimensional emotion recognition. The proposed AIM model significantly outperforms the baselines without considering any contextual information or equally weighting contexts on the valence dimension and achieves on par performance with baselines on arousal dimension.

The contributions of this paper are three folds:

- We propose to harness bi-directional contexts of speaker and his/her interlocutor to infer emotional state of the targeted speech utterance in the interactive dialogue.
In order to effectively utilize the context information, we propose an Attentive Interaction Model (AIM) to dynamically fuse relevant contexts via self-attention with the targeted speech features.

The experimental results on arousal and valence emotion recognition demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed AIM model, which greatly benefits the valence prediction with relevant contexts.

2. Related Work

The emotion recognition is mainly divided into two types, namely discrete and dimensional emotion recognition. The discrete emotion recognition classifies emotion as eight basic classes such as happy, angry, sad etc [11]. The dimensional emotion instead view emotion as point in the dimensional space with axes such as arousal and valence, where the arousal measures the strength of the emotion and valence measures the pleasure [12].

Recently, Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) [13] and Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) [14] have shown improvements across different speech emotion recognition tasks. Neumann et al. [15] train a CNN to extract speech features from cepstral representation and achieve significantly improvement on speech emotion task. Trigeorgis et al. and Panagiotis et al. [6, 16] propose an end-to-end CNN-LSTM model to capture temporal dynamics in single utterance for emotion prediction. Several recent studies [17, 5, 15, 18, 19] explored the attention mechanism to focus on the emotion-salient frames in an utterance. However, these methods perform speech emotion recognition on single speech segment without considering the context information in the dialogue.

There are only a few works to tackle emotion recognition in dialogues with interaction contexts. Dynamic Bayesian Network (DBN) is used to explicitly model the conditional dependency between two interacting partners’ emotional states in a dialog [7]. Metallinou et al. [8] have explored the Hierarchical GMM-HMM model and the BLSTM model for modeling emotion evolution within an utterance and between utterances over the course of a dialog. The BLSTM model outperforms the Hierarchical GMM-HMM models, which show the ability of BLSTM model to effectively learn an adequate amount of relevant emotional context from past and future observations. Wollmer et al. [4] have investigated the impact of the number of its past and future utterance-level observations on recognizing the emotional state of the given utterance. Zhang et al. [9] have proposed an interaction-and-transition model which utilizes the time pooling layer to encode the previous speaker and interlocutor’s contexts in the past and future. We also employ the self-attention mechanism [10] to effectively encode the contextual information, which differentiates relevant and noisy contexts unlike previous work.

3. The Proposed Approach

3.1. Overview

In order to effectively use different contextual information for emotion recognition in interactive dialogues, we propose the Attentive Interaction Model (AIM), which is illustrated in Figure 2. The AIM model consists of three modules, namely feature embedding layer, context attention layer and context-aware emotion recognition layer. We will describe the details of each layer in Section 3.2.

Assume \( \{ z_{s,1}, z_{s,1}, \ldots, z_{s,t}, z_{i,T} \} \) a sequence of speech input features for each turn \( t \) in the dialogue, where the \( z_{s,t} \) represents the speaker’s feature at the \( (2t-1) \) turn, \( z_{i,t} \) represents the interlocutor’s feature at the \( (2t) \) turn and \( 2T \) is the total length of turns in the dialogue. The goal is to predict the arousal and valence dimensional emotions for each turn of the speaker. The proposed AIM model firstly projects each turn feature \( z_{s, t} \) to an emotional embedding space via the feature embedding layer. Then the context attention layer dynamically attends to relevant contexts from the speaker and interlocutor respectively for the target turn. Finally, the context-aware emotion recognition layer incorporates the attended contextual features and the features of target turn to predict the emotion state.

3.2. Model Architecture

**Feature Embedding Layer**: The feature embedding layer \( E(\cdot) \) is used to extract emotion salient features from the input speech representation \( z \) as follows:

\[
E(z) = \sigma(W_\text{s}z + b_\text{s}),
\]

where \( W_\text{s} \) and \( b_\text{s} \) are weight and bias parameters, and \( \sigma \) is the activation function such as ReLU. The feature embedding layer is shared for all turn features of the speaker and interlocutor.

**Context Attention Layer**: Since the different contextual information contributes differently to the emotion recognition of the target speech turn, it is necessary to select relevant contexts while alleviate noises from irrelevant contexts. Therefore, we propose the context attention layer which employs self-attention mechanism [10] to dynamically select and weight different contextual features. The detailed structure of the context attention layer is presented in Figure 3.

For the target turn \( z_{s,t} \), we consider four types of different contextual turns from two sources (speaker and interlocutor) and two ranges (past and future). Take the speaker’s past contextual turns as an example, suppose there are \( C \) turns of the speaker before the target turn \( z_{s,t} \) as \( \{ z_{s,1}, \cdots, z_{s,C-1}, z_{s,t} \} \). The context attention layer weights different contextual turn features according to their correlations with the target turn. It firstly maps the target turn \( z_{s,t} \) and its contextual turns \( z_{s,j} \) into a joint

![Figure 2: System framework overview. The context attention layers are used to model different interaction contexts in the framework.](image)
attention space via linear projections \( h(\cdot) \) and \( g(\cdot) \) respectively. Then the attended context is computed as follows:

\[
\hat{z} = \sum_{j=1}^{C} \frac{\exp(\alpha_j)}{\sum_{q=1}^{C} \exp(\alpha_q)} f(e_{s,j}) \\
\alpha_j = \frac{g(e_{s,j})h(e_{s,j})}{\sqrt{d}},
\]

where \( \alpha_j \) represents attention weight, \( e_{s,j} \) represents the encoded features by the feature embedding layer, \( f(\cdot) \) is another linear projection for the embedded features, and \( d \) is the dimensionality of the projected features.

Since the speaker’s context and the interlocutor’s context have different influences on the speaker’s target emotion state, we utilize different function \( h(\cdot), g(\cdot), f(\cdot) \) for different contextual sources such as speaker and interlocutor. But we share function parameters for different ranges such as past and future. For each contextual type, we compute the attended contextual vector \( \hat{z} \). Therefore, we generate \( \hat{z}_{s,p}, \hat{z}_{s,f}, \hat{z}_{i,p} \) and \( \hat{z}_{i,f} \) as the speaker’s past and future context attention features, and interlocutor’s past and future context attention features respectively.

**Context-aware Emotion Recognition Layer:** After the context attention layer, we fuse different types of attended contextual features with the features of the target turn for emotion recognition:

\[
\hat{y} = \text{softmax}(W_c c + b_c) \\
c = [\hat{z}_{s,p}; \hat{z}_{s,f}; f(z_{s,t}); \hat{z}_{i,p}; \hat{z}_{i,f}]
\]

where \( W_c, b_c \) are parameters to be learned and \([\cdot]\) represents vector concatenation.

### 4. Experiments

#### 4.1. Dataset

We use the Interactive Emotional Dyadic Motion Capture (IEMOCAP) database [20] for evaluation. The IEMOCAP dataset contains recorded audios in 5 dyadic sessions. In each session, there are multiple scripted plays and spontaneous dialogues of a male and a female actor. Each dialog is separated to speech utterances, and each utterance is annotated with arousal and valence dimensional emotion labels from 1 to 5 scales. We merge consecutive utterances of the same person into one turn, so that the dialogue is represented as a sequence of speaker and interlocutor interactions. The turn-level emotional label is the average of labels of its constituent utterances. The number of turns in each session is presented in Table 1.

Following the emotional label processing in previous works [21, 22], we convert the 5 scales of each emotional dimension to 3 classes as three-way classification, where the scales 1-2 as the low class, scale 3 as the neutral class, and scales 4-5 as the high class. Since each turn is labeled by multiple annotators, we follow [22] to generate a fuzzy representation from multiple labels for each turn during training. For instance, if three annotators labeled an turn as \([0, 0, 1], [0, 0, 1], \) and \([0, 1, 0] \) respectively, the fuzzy label representation would be \([0, 0.3, 0.7] \) and the correct class label would be 2. We treat the problem as a three-way classification problem, where the goal is to assign a label from \([0, 1, 2] \) to a given turn. However, in the testing phase, only the class of maximum value is used as the ground truth (if the maximum value occurs in different classes, such classes are all considered as the ground truth).

#### 4.2. Experimental Setup

We utilize the OpenSMILE toolkit [23] to extract acoustic features with the IS10 configuration [24, 25]. We apply z-normalization on all the feature vectors from each individual speaker’s utterances as in previous works [7, 22].

We compare the proposed AIM model with two types of baselines: 1) **DNN model**: it only utilizes the targeted turn to infer the emotion without considering any contextual information; and 2) **LSTM-based models**: it utilizes the LSTM network to encode contexts in the dialogue which ignores the different contributions of different contexts. For the DNN model, we set the layer as 2 and hidden units as 256 and 128 respectively. For the LSTM-based models, we set the layer as 1 and hidden units size as 128 based on validation performance. We use truncated Back Propagation Through Time (BPTT) with max step of 15 turns to train the LSTM-based models. **For the proposed AIM model**, the units of feature embedding layer and context attention layer are 256, and the size of context-aware emotion recognition layer is 128. We train at most 50 epochs for each model with the Adam optimizer. The learning rate is initialized from 0.0008 and is halved if the accuracy on the validation set is decreased. Dropout is adopted to avoid over-fitting with dropout rate of 0.2.

We use 5-fold leave-one-session-out cross validation to evaluate the models in a speaker independent manner. To demonstrate the robustness of models, we run each model for three times to alleviate influences of random initialization of parameters and apply significance test for model comparison.

#### 4.3. Experimental Results

Table 2 presents emotion recognition performances of different models. The block (A) in Table 2 is the DNN baseline without using any contexts. The block (B) shows the results of LSTM-based models to encode contexts, and block (C) is the proposed AIM model to encode contexts. For valence recognition, fusing with contextual information significantly improves the performance compared with the baseline DNN model with no context. The best LSTM-based model achieves 2.29% absolute
Table 2: Comparison of different models for arousal and valence emotion recognition on the testing set. C = (m, n) denotes the context sizes which are set to m and n for valence and arousal respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>model</th>
<th>context source</th>
<th>context range</th>
<th>valence(%) ±</th>
<th>arousal(%) ±</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(A)</td>
<td>DNN</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>62.23 ± 0.42</td>
<td>70.41 ± 0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(B)</td>
<td>LSTM</td>
<td>speaker</td>
<td>past</td>
<td>60.94 ± 0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BiLSTM</td>
<td>speaker</td>
<td>past + future</td>
<td>63.19 ± 0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LSTM</td>
<td>speaker + interlocutor</td>
<td>past</td>
<td>62.84 ± 0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BiLSTM</td>
<td>speaker + interlocutor</td>
<td>past + future</td>
<td>64.52 ± 0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(C)</td>
<td>AIM</td>
<td>speaker</td>
<td>past, C = (6, 2)</td>
<td>64.97 ± 0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>speaker</td>
<td>past + future, C = (6, 2)</td>
<td>66.41 ± 0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>speaker + interlocutor</td>
<td>past, C = (6, 1)</td>
<td>67.06 ± 0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>speaker + interlocutor</td>
<td>past + future, C = (6, 4)</td>
<td>68.56 ± 0.41</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

†: significantly (p < 0.01) better than just use past speaker information.
‡: significantly (p < 0.01) better than other models in the same block.

In order to ablate contributions of different context sources and ranges, we also report the emotion recognition performance with different contexts in Table 2 for both LSTM-based model and the proposed AIM model. Since the LSTM-based model is less effective to employ contextual information, not all sources and ranges of context are beneficial. However, our proposed AIM model can benefit from all the contexts for valence recognition. The proposed AIM model can more effectively employ different contexts for valence recognition. Since the valence dimension measures the strength of emotion expressed in the utterance, it might mainly rely on the target turn to infer the emotion strength and less sensitive to the contexts. But the valence tells whether the emotion is positive or negative, which reflect relatively long-term variations so that both self and interlocutor’s contexts are more beneficial for the valence recognition.

In dyadic interaction scenario, a person’s emotional state can be influenced by both self emotional evolution and the interlocutor’s behaviors. In this paper, we propose an Attentive Interaction Model (AIM) to capture context information in the dialogue to improve emotion recognition performance. Our proposed model employs the self-attention to capture long-term contexts such as bidirectional contexts from both speaker and interlocutor. The relevant information from different contexts are dynamically selected and fused with the targeted speech turn to infer the emotional state. Our experimental results show that the proposed AIM models achieve on par performance with baselines for arousal recognition and significantly outperform baselines for valence prediction. It demonstrate the usefulness of different contexts for the emotion recognition in the dialogue and effectiveness of the proposal AIM model to employ different contexts. In the future, we will validate the robustness of our proposed method on different datasets and tasks and explore utilizing multimodal cues to infer emotional state in the dialogue.
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